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Problem statement

When a regional 
economy transitions, 
does the workforce turn 
over or does it reskill?

Research goals
1. To quantify the concept of economic “structure”

2. Use that structure to analyze change over time

3. Use that structure to compare future scenarios



Traditional views of economic structure



Simple measures of structural change

97 49 39 71 32 11 47 45….

35 98 53 86 42 33 8 9….

Measure vector similarity 
• correlation
• cosine similarity
• Jaccard index
• Minkowski distance
• etc.

Economies are vectors of employment

Vector, time 1

Vector, time 2



Example –El Paso, Texas, USA

Something changed 
between 2000 and 2005

But this captures no 
information about the 
industries that changed

A more meaningful metric 
of change is needed!
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Complex measures of structural change
Economies are networks of employment

97 49 39 71 32 11 47 45….

+

Additional information

Employment vector

• Vectors used as nodes of 
different sizes

• Additional information, from 
co-occurrence patterns, used 
as link weights



The Data
• Employment by industry for ~150 German 

Employment Agency districts and ~70 
industries
(industry × area)

• By month Jan 2008 – Sep 2021

• Thus, a 3-D matrix: area × industry × time

• With additional classification of area 
(according to population density and labour
market conditions)

Source: Letters in Spatial Resource Science (2018) 11:17–26



The Data: area × industry × time



Research questions

1. How can we measure change in this data set?

2. With your proposed measure(s), can you identify any 
regional “transitions” or “transformations” of the labor 
force? 

3. Do these correspond with known transitions from the 
literature or by anecdotal evidence/common sense?


